Adult Fiction

- **Murderville** by Ashley & JaQuavis
- **Aunt Dimity and the Summer King** by Nancy Atherton
- **The Yellow Rose Beauty Shop** by Carolyn Brown
- **The Smart One** by Jennifer Close
- **Suzanne Davis Gets a Life** by Paula Marantz Cohen
- **A Catered Birthday Party** by Isis Crawford
- **The Party** by Elizabeth Day
- **Blueprints** by Barbara Delinsky
- **Room** by Emma Donoghue
- **Bright Young Dead** by Jessica Fellowes
- **Songs of Willow Frost** by Jamie Ford
- **The White Lie** by Andrea Gillies
- **Victoria** by Daisy Goodwin
- **Many Bloody Returns** by Charlaine Harris
- **Sleep No More: Six Murderous Tales** by P.D. James
- **The Look of Love** by Sarah Jio
- **Where You Can Find Me** by Sheri Joseph
- **Small Mercies** by Eddie Joyce
- **You and Me, Always** by Jill Mansell
- **Birthday Party Murder** by Leslie Meier
- **The Bookshop of Yesterdays** by Amy Meyerson
- **Chasing the North Star** by Robert Morgan
- **Three Wishes** by Liane Moriarty
- **The Best of Us** by Sarah Pekkanen
- **Nobody’s Baby but Mine** by Susan Elizabeth Phillips
- **The Coincidence of Coconut Cake** by Amy E. Reichert
- **Hits & Misses** by Simon Rich
- **Shadow of the Wind** by Carlos Ruiz Zafón
- **The Dinner List** by Rebecca Serle
- **The Post-Birthday World** by Lionel Shriver
- **Happy Birthday** by Danielle Steel
- **What the Waves Know** by Tamara Valentine
- **The Birthday Present** by Barbara Vine
- **Captive Queen** by Alison Weir
Non-Fiction

• Chilling Adventures of Sabrina
  by Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa
• Alive, Alive Oh!: And Other Things That Matter
  by Diana Athill
• American Saint: The Life of Elizabeth Seton
  by Joan Barthel
• Sixty: A Diary of My Sixty-First Year: The Beginning of the End, or the End of the Beginning?
  by Ian Brown
• Happy Birthday or Whatever: Track Suits, Kim Chee, and Other Family Disasters
  by Annie Choi
• Still Foolin' 'Em
  by Billy Crystal
• Good Talk, Dad: The Birds and the Bees – and Other Conversations We Forgot to Have
  by Bill Geist and Willie Geist
• Granny D: Walking Across America in My Ninetieth Year
  by Doris Haddock
• The Death Class: A True Story About Life
  by Erika Hayasaki
• Labor Day: True Birth Stories by Today's Best Women Writers
  edited by Eleanor Henderson and Anna Solomon
• Does This Beach Make Me Look Fat?
  by Lisa Scottoline & Francesca Serritella
• Mother, Can You Not?: And You Thought Your Mom Was Nuts...
  by Kate Siegal

Teen

• The Opposite of Here
  by Tara Altebrando
• Get Happy
  by Mary Amato
• Sweet Sixteen Princess
  by Meg Cabot
• Forget Tomorrow
  by Pintip Dunn
• Can You Say Catastrophe?
  by Laurie Friedman
• Beautiful Creatures
  by Kami Garcia and Margie Stohl
• Half Bad
  by Sally Green
• Parallel
  by Lauren Miller
• The Knife of Never Letting Go
  by Patrick Ness
• Saving Zoe
  by Alyson Noel
• Uglies
  by Scott Westerfeld